invites you
to our Autumn
2022 season
Age & Ageing

Hello everyone

We also explore how artforms themselves
tackle ageing. Our exhibition, A Matter of
Age? invites us to reflect on how art interacts
with our preconceptions of age and ageing.
The playful thread in this season is highlighted
by artists, Jez Dolan and Garth Gratrix’s
Jacuzzi Conversations which take place
within the exhibition, inviting you to eavesdrop
on the beginnings of ideas and where they
may lead – and even contribute an idea or two!
Stand-up comedians Slim and Sarah
Callaghan share stories of fatherhood and
embracing your past, as does spoken word
artist, Chris Singleton in How To Be a Better
Human who continues to explore our ongoing
themes of mental health and grief.

01524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org

Our concerts investigate the relationships
between generations. Our concert
programmer has cooked up a brand-new
chamber orchestra, just for us: Invitation to
the Dance. We are honoured to welcome
Cumbrian contralto Jess Dandy and
delighted to open the season with the Mēla
Guitar Quartet, to follow on from the success
of the Erlendis Quartet last year. Songline
award winners, Justin Adams and Mauro
Durante perform Still Moving in the Nuffield
and there will be a chance to re-visit Chris
White’s extraordinary performance of Mahler’s
Tenth Symphony in our digital programme.

We have lots on offer outside our venues,
across the university campus or in Lancaster
and Morecambe, and there are plenty of ways
to get involved. Visit our website and sign
up to our mailing list for the latest news and
information.

This is just the tip of the iceberg for Lancaster
Arts – have a look at the many different
projects you can take part in on the next page.
We are going to be busy. Please join us!

Seeing in the Dark
University Library, 23 - 28 September
An immersive installation by acclaimed theatre
company, imitating the dog. See charming
miniature cinemas as an homage to cinemagoing from the 1920s to 40s. Returning to the
library in November.

Traces
University Library, until 21 September
A unique and beautiful installation created
by artist, José Garcia Oliva and the cleaners
of Lancaster University celebrating the often
hidden but vital work that cleaners do every
single day. The library is open to all.

Jocelyn Cunningham

Lancaster Arts Team
Iain Black, Administrative Assistant
Jack Bond, Communications and Marketing
Manager
Alice Booth, Creative Producer
Jocelyn Cunningham, Director
Chisom Emecheta, Associate Creative
Producer
Masha Gulina, BRIDGES Producer/Curator
Tallulah Harris, Production Assistant
Serena Mansfield, Operations and Planning
Manager
Emma Morley, Assistant Curator
Michael Poll, Concert Programmer
Adam Robinson, Collections Assistant
Miranda Stearn, Curator
Konrad Watson, Production Manager

With My Ear to the Wall
University Library, 01-30 November
This intimate installation by artist Jenny
Gaskell offers an opportunity to eavesdrop
into the lives of strangers, offering tender
insights which are at risk of not being heard.

Image credit: Claire Haigh

Our season celebrates both the playful
and thought-provoking aspects of ageing
through rich and varied interpretations: from
feminist perspectives such as Eva Recacha’s
Because I Can, to an exciting double bill
that challenges the relationships between
generations with Will Dickie’s White Sun and
Avital Raz’s Unnatural Cycles - A Ghost
Story. Memory continues to be an abiding
theme throughout the season, particularly
moving by choreographer, Dam Van Huynh’s
recollections of his experiences as a child
refugee of the Vietnam war in Re:birth.
Sometimes the season explores ageing
relationships such as What songs may do...
by Rendez-Vous dance through the music of
Nina Simone.

Where ideas, people and places connect

Cover image: Bobby Baker Image credit: Claire Nolan

A big welcome back to our season on the
theme of Age & Ageing. Our cover image is of
renowned performance artist, Bobby Baker in
her acclaimed show, Drawing on a (Grand)
Mother’s Experience, and a perfect choice
for our theme.

Lancaster Arts

Playground of Dreams
City centre, October
We’re looking for people of all ages to take
part in our playful intergenerational arts
workshops, developed in partnership
with artists Jen Malarkey, Chris Brown and
Z-arts in Manchester. If you, your granddad,
or daughter might be interested in being
involved, please get in touch:
producers@lancasterarts.org
River Tours
City Centre, 15 October
Join us on the banks of the Lune to enjoy
a theatrical tour of the river, created in
partnership with award-winning theatre
company, Stan’s Cafe. Our tour guide,
Orla Cottingham will share the wonders of
the Lune, its stories, wildlife, history and
chemistry, with a beautiful large scale textile
map of the river made by Lancaster’s Sewing
Café, and text by Claire Dean.
Creating Visibility: A Discussion event on
Women, Ageing and Place
The Storey, 07 November at 7.30pm
Join us for a thought-provoking conversation
with our season’s artists and academics,
engaging creatively with experiences of age
and gender. See our website for further details.
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Justin Adams and Mauro
Durante: Still Moving
Concert
8pm
Thursday 03 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £18
Duration: 80 mins

Mēla Guitar Quartet:
Overtures and Dances
Concert

An unforgettable evening with internationally acclaimed
musicians, Justin Adams and Mauro Durante, playing songs
from their award-winning album ‘Still Moving’, in partnership
with More Music.

7.30pm
Thursday 22 September
Great Hall
Tickets from £21
Duration: 75 mins,
including interval

Justin Adams, guitarist, producer and composer has been a
chief collaborator with Robert Plant in his internationally-touring
band, the Sensational Spaceshifters. Justin has produced
several landmark albums highlighting his feel for North African
groove, and his recent solo album of guitar atmospherics was
cited amongst the top 50 albums of the decade by Songlines
magazine.

Programme to include:
Claude Debussy
Deux Arabesques
Maurice Ravel
Pavane pour une Infante
Defunté
Laura Snowden
My Clock is Broken
Egberto Gismonti
Agua Y Vinho
Sergio Assad
Uarekena

Mauro Durante has toured the world with Ludovico Einaudi
playing violin and frame drums and is one of the leading players
in the pizzica style of Southern Italy. He leads Canzoniere
Grecanico Salentino (BBC Proms 2021), who won Best Group
at the Songlines Music Awards.
Together they create a raw stripped-back sound that moves
and mesmerises. With influences from the classical and folk
traditions of Italy and America, to rock, blues and the trance
rhythms of Taranta, this will be an unmissable evening.

We’re delighted to welcome the award-winning Mēla Guitar
Quartet to Lancaster, performing exhilarating arrangements of
much-loved classical works and original compositions.
After the very well received UK debut of the Erlendis Quartet in
2021, Lancaster Arts is pleased to host this renowned quartet.
The evening begins with the quartet’s own arrangements of
selected overtures and dances by Saint-Saëns, Debussy,
Ravel, Glinka and Holst which all look back to a previous age
with their own artistic voice. Following the interval, the original
works for quartet are colourful and dramatic explorations of
the possibilities of four guitars. The concert ends with a trio of
Brazilian pieces full of lyricism, fun, and percussive virtuosity.
This will be an exciting, eclectic evening of music.
The Mēla Guitar Quartet take their name from the Sanskrit word
for ‘Festival’. They are known for their engaging, imaginatively
wide-ranging programmes with ingenious arrangements and
celebrated original works.
“An exalted level of perfection”
Naxos.com

Winner of the Songlines award 2022 ‘Best in fusion’.

Image Credit: David Hughes
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Image Credit: M. Kaczynski

“Adams’s guitar burns like a torch in the dead of night. Mauro’s
singing channels ancestral voices. Thoroughly unpredictable
and profoundly meditative.”
The Times
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Jess Dandy

Concert
7.30pm
Thursday 10 November
Great Hall
Tickets from £19
Duration: 90 mins,
including interval
Programme to include:
Robert Schumann
Maria Stuarda Lieder
Gustav Mahler
Rückert Lieder

The Lancaster Arts Chamber
Orchestra: Invitation to the
Dance
Concert

We are honoured to host Cumbrian rising-star and contralto
Jess Dandy to the Great Hall.

7.30pm
Thursday 20 October
Great Hall
Tickets from £19
Duration: 1hr 25 mins,
including interval

Jess was the contralto soloist at the First Night of the BBC
Proms in 2021, and this summer performed in Edinburgh with
pianist Malcolm Martineau. Shortlisted for a Royal Philharmonic
Society Award in the category of Young Artist, contralto Jess
Dandy has been praised for her instrument of velvety plangent
timbre, and her artistic maturity of remarkable immediacy.

Jessie Montgomery
Passage
Gustav Holst
Brook Green Suite
Aaron Copland
Appalachian Spring

Jess is co-founder of the mental health initiative, SongPath,
which encourages creative and restorative connection on
therapeutically curated musical walking trails in beautiful
surroundings.
She is accompanied by conductor and pianist Gary
Matthewman, who will be familiar to Lancaster audiences
from his praised Lancaster debut with Roderick Williams in
2020. This promises to be a very special concert and not to be
missed.

Aaron Copland’s music for the ballet ‘Appalachian Spring’
fuses Copland’s European training with his ‘Amerikanish’
sensibilities. Composed nearly 70 years ago, it is paired
here with a contemporary work written just three years ago
by another New Yorker, the prodigy Jessie Montgomery,
whose ballet ‘Passage’ is a narrative about another aspect
of American life: belonging and racism. Written for similar
instrumentations, the pieces are both meditations on the
episodic nature of time.
A rarely heard version of Gustav Holst’s ‘Brook Green Suite’
rounds out the evening. This work was written at the end of
his life for the very young players of St Paul’s School where he
taught, and belies both his age and physical condition at the
time of its composition.

“The stunning young contralto Jess Dandy, however, offered
sumptuous tone and beautiful legato. She’s a name to watch.”
The Times

Image Credit: Jiyang Chen Photography

“One of the most distinctive and communicative voices
in the US, as a player and a creator.”
BBC

Image Credit: Claire Park
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The Lancaster Arts Chamber Orchestra makes its debut
with an electrifying programme that explores how music
itself ages. Formed especially for this evening’s concert by
our programmer Michael Poll, this promises to be a unique
opportunity to experience this new, exciting orchestra.
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Sophie Rosa and Ian Buckle:
Closing Statements

Robert Schumann
Sonata no 3 in A minor,
Arnold Schoenberg
Phantasy, op 47
Robert Schumann
Phantasie in C, op 131
Valentin Silvestrov
Post scriptum
Sophie Rosa
Violin
Ian Buckle
Piano

Performance
8pm
Tuesday 18 October
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 60 mins
Age: 13+

Inspired by the theme of ‘Age & Ageing’, this programme is
centred upon Robert Schumann’s final pieces, written during
his last productive year in 1853. His ‘Sonata no. 3 in A minor’,
and ‘Phantasie in C, opus 131’ were originally overlooked
due to his declining mental health, even by his wife, Clara
Schumann, yet today they are considered to be superb
examples of his late style - highly original and groundbreaking.
‘Post Scriptum’ (1990) by Ukrainian composer, Valentin
Silvestrov is reflective and poignant in every respect, and is a
farewell to the classical era.  
Sophie Rosa is a soloist and chamber musician, performing
across the UK with orchestras including Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic and Manchester Camerata. She is the leader
of Sinfonia Viva. Ian Buckle is the Artistic Director of Pixels
Ensemble and performs as soloist across the UK with
orchestras including the BBC Philharmonic and the John
Wilson Orchestra.

01524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org

What songs may do…celebrates love in all its diversity
through the amazing songs of Nina Simone. The dance duet
exposes the fractured relationship of a once romantic couple
as they delve into their past in an attempt to rebuild their future
together. Through Simone’s music, this performance shines
a light on our deep-rooted connection to memories through
music and proposes the power of what songs may do.
Poetic, passionate, physical and emotional, this is the highly
anticipated first full-length production by award-winning
choreographer, and Rendez-Vous dance’s Artistic Director,
Mathieu Geffré.
“An artist with pedigree, bringing depth, experience and
impactful movement quality.”
Graham Watts, Dance Writer

Image Credit: Luke Waddington

7.30pm
Thursday 01 December
Great Hall
Tickets from £19
Duration: 90 mins,
including interval

Join violinist Sophie Rosa and pianist Ian Buckle for a unique
evening exploring the legacy of Robert Schumann’s final works
and a rare piece by Ukrainian composer, Valentin Silvestrov.

Image Credit: Helen Rae Photography

Concert

Rendez-Vous dance:
What songs may do...
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Eva Recacha:
Because I Can
Performance
8pm
Tuesday 08 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 50 mins

Van Huynh Company:
Re:birth

Because I Can is a delicate dance solo by choreographer Eva
Recacha, exploring notions of power, memory and growing
older.

Performance
8pm
Wednesday 30 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 55 mins
Age: 12+ Contains nudity,
flashing lights and haze

Created in collaboration with performer Lauren Potter and
sound artist Alberto Ruiz Soler, Because I Can creates a poetic
stream of consciousness where memories flow in and out of
our grasp, leaving traces of nostalgia and loss.
Eva Recacha’s choreographic practice weaves movement and
text, creating a blend of poetic, humorous, and nonsensical
juxtapositions through the interplay of both mediums. Lauren
Potter danced with London Contemporary Dance Theatre for
eight years and became a founding member of Siobhan Davies
Dance Company in 1988. Alberto Ruiz Soler’s work ranges from
compositions for contemporary dance and animation to solo
installations and new experimental music.

Public workshop:
Tuesday 29 November

“Extraordinary, a truly amazing contemplation on women’s
visibility.”
Audience feedback

Lancaster Arts is thrilled to welcome back Dam Van Huynh’s
company for another extraordinary and moving exploration of
memory through the lived-experience of a child refugee of the
Vietnam war.
Choreographer, Dam Van Huynh draws upon the words of
writers, poets, and activists as he unravels recollections of his
past. Retracing visual impressions and sensations, Re:birth
is a memory book of long forgotten stories which begin to
resurface; a distortion between memories and dreams.
Originally from Southern Vietnam, Dam Van Huynh and
his family fled after the war and settled in the USA where
Dam was raised, graduating from the Boston Conservatory
at Berklee. He has worked with various companies and
choreographers including Merce Cunningham, The Nevada
Ballet, Portugal’s CeDeCe, Richard Alston and Phoenix
Dance Theatre.
“Throughout DẸP, I am on the edge of my seat.”
The Guardian

Image Credit: Foteini Christophilopoulou
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Image Credit: Camilla Greenwell

The Observer on DEP
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Slim:
Live at The Nuffield Theatre
Comedy
8pm
Sunday 30 October
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 80 mins,
including interval
Age: 16+

Sarah Callaghan:
Revolting

One of the UK’s most celebrated stand-up stars makes his
debut performance at Lancaster Arts.

Comedy
8pm
Saturday 03 December
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 80 mins,
including interval
Age: 16+

Fresh from his 2021 comedy special at the London Palladium,
Slim guides us through hilariously honest tales of fatherhood,
relationships and working life with infectious energy and
all-embracing humour.
Physical, ebullient, and unashamedly for the people, Slim’s
multi award-winning twenty-year career has been enjoyed by
thousands all over the world and seen on Live at the Apollo (BBC
Two), The Russell Howard Hour (Sky One) and Black, British &
Funny (C4).

Award-winning comedian Sarah Callaghan brings her
brand-new show to Lancaster with musical backing from
The Free Thinkers.
This is a show about embracing your past, understanding how
it’s shaped you and revolting against society’s expectations.
There are also some dick jokes, some music, some poems,
and c**t is said a few times so there’s something for everyone.
Sometimes the biggest act of rebellion is telling the truth...
however revolting.
Sarah is an award-winning comedian, writer and celebrated
spoken word artist. Named as Time Out’s One to Watch, and
with sell-out tours at Edinburgh Fringe and Soho Theatre, her
stand up is authentic, vibrant, and rooted in ‘salt of the earth’
sensibilities. With a fast-rising reputation on the UK stand up
circuit, her sharp, raw and electrifying comedy is not to be
missed.

“One of this country’s best comedians”
Huffington Post
9 times winner of Best Black Male Comedian
Black Entertainment Awards

Image Credit: Charlie Alexander
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Image Credit: UTC Artist Management

“Armed with bags of attitude, she’s a refreshing working-class
comedy voice…reminiscent of a young Kathy Burke.”
The Herald
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Avital Raz:
Unnatural Cycles –
A Ghost Story
Performance
8pm
Tuesday 22 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Special offer with White Sun
Buy 1, get the 2nd show
half price
Duration: 60 mins
Age: 14+ Contains strong
language, reference to
miscarriage and rape (no
graphic details).

Will Dickie:
White Sun
Performance

Lancaster Arts welcomes back Avital Raz (My Jerusalem,
2021) with her moving new show that explores the haunted
conversations between two generations of women.

8pm
Thursday 24 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16

There’s a growing dark cloud above the Rosenberg house. Two
women – one dead, one alive – need to reconcile their differences
to remove looming catastrophe and let in new life…

Special offer with
Unnatural Cycles - A Ghost
Story: Buy 1, get the 2nd
show half price

Raz dreamt about her grandmother, and through found tapes,
listened to her speak about her experiences surviving the Jewish
Holocaust.
Unnatural Cycles – A Ghost Story is a nuanced exploration
of infertility and faith. Told in song, live looped audio and film, it
holds the weight of both present and generational trauma in the
body of a woman reckoning with inherited pain and the desire to
bear a child.  

Duration: 60 mins
Age: 12+
Post show discussion
with Avital Raz

Singer-songwriter Avital Raz developed this work in their Nuffield
Residency earlier this year. She has made a name for herself
singing politically engaging, and strikingly original songs, to
emerge as a distinctive and truly individual voice.

An extraordinary dialogue between a father and son, between
the past and the present.
Conjuring the ghosts of the men who have dominated the
stage before him, Will Dickie navigates the tensions of
inheritance, privilege and addiction. It is personal and political.
Unsettling and humorous.
Will Dickie is a maker working across dance, theatre and live
art, who uses his body, autobiography and place, to create
soulful performances.
Following the show, Avital Raz and Will Dickie will discuss
the ideas in both of their shows, such as coming of age,
inheritance, and a reckoning with the past.
“Dickie’s piece consciously rejects convention and,
in its place, offers vulnerability, connection, and wit.
Something about White Sun stays with you long after
you leave the room.”
Buzz Magazine

Image Credit: Simon Murphy
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Image Credit: Darren Andrews

“My Jerusalem is nothing short of astonishing.”
Exposed Magazine
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Chris Singleton:
How To Be a Better Human
Performance
8pm
Tuesday 15 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 70 mins,
including interval
Age: 14+

Bobby Baker: Drawing on a
(Grand) Mother’s Experience
Performance:
Film + discussion

In 2019...I lost my Dad.
Well, I didn’t lose him. I knew exactly where he was –
in the coffin at the front of the crem.

8pm
Thursday 17 November
Nuffield Theatre
Tickets: £16
Duration: 2 hours. Film is
1 hour 35 minutes followed
by a post-show discussion
with Bobby Baker. The
film is subtitled and audio
description is available
on request.

How to Be a Better Human is a spoken word comedy about
grief, loss and self-acceptance. It tells Chris’ story of losing
two of the biggest relationships in his life - Dad and Wife - in
the space of a few months. It finds the lightness and humour
in death, loss and divorce, exploring how they help us become
better at empathising, connecting and understanding. How we
can lose everything and still find the strength to rebuild. And how
growing a beard can be the best decision of your life.
Performed by Chris Singleton and directed by Tom Malcolm
Wright, How to Be a Better Human uses comedy, poetry,
autobiographical storytelling, original music by Reece Jacob
and animation by Huckleberry Films to open accessible
conversations about grief, loss and mental health.

The film will be available
online for a limited time.

“A true artistic vulnerability that absolutely chimed with
our audience.”
Rio Matchett, Leeds Playhouse

Lancaster Arts is thrilled to welcome Bobby Baker to the
Nuffield with a live showing of the film of her acclaimed work,
Drawing on a (Grand) Mother’s Experience, followed by a
post-show conversation with the artist. The hugely popular
production offers timely reflections on the experience of early
motherhood from an older and wiser vantage point, whilst
focusing on the impact of a successful career as an artist on
Baker’s health, and on her role as a mother.
Bobby Baker first performed Drawing on a Mother’s
Experience in 1988. In 2015, she was invited by Jude
Kelly to re-stage one of her early performances for the
Women of the World Festival at the Southbank Centre. By
then a grandmother, and as dedicated a feminist as ever,
Baker chose to update the earlier work with Drawing on a
(Grand) Mother’s Experience. During the pandemic, she
documented this version with filmmaker Claire Nolan at
Colchester Arts Centre.
Bobby Baker’s acclaimed intersectional feminist practice
includes performance, drawing and installation, and
persistently exposes the undervalued and stigmatised
aspects of women’s daily lives.

Image Credit: Claire Nolan
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Image Credit: Tom Woollard

“I would go without food for a week just to get a ticket for her
next show.”
Nigel Slater
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The Peter Scott Gallery
Collection: A Matter of Age?

Tuesday Talks

Julia McKinlay - 22 November
Julia incorporates material processes that mimic
nature and question the boundaries between
nature and the human-made. Her work takes
the form of collections that expand and contract
within the space available. Working primarily in
sculpture, print and drawing, Julia is an artist,
curator and researcher and is currently Artist
Curator at Threshold in Leeds.

Rachel Bacon - 01 November
Rachel re-imagines landscape in a time of
ecological crisis, moving from an idealised
version of place towards one more layered and
complex. Her work questions the relationship
between humans and our environment,
exploring how perception can influence the
values that have such destructive impact on our
surroundings.

Alison Clough - 29 November
Alison has been commissioned by Lancaster
Arts to respond to our recent exhibition
‘On Reflection’ by Alan Dix. Using recycled
materials, Alison takes a horticultural approach
to explore the ways we perceive memory through
time. She has worked extensively within primary
care health creating artwork on themes such
as diabetes and the cardio-vascular and
respiratory systems.  

01524 594151 boxoffice@lancasterarts.org

12 - 4pm, weekdays
08 November -16 December
Peter Scott Gallery
Price: Free
Exhibition opening
08 November at 5.30pm.
All welcome.

Does the age of the artist matter when we look at a work of
art? Young British Artists. Grand old men. Early works. Late
works. We build narratives about youthful innovation, peak
of a career or declining creativity – or alternatively, about a
distinctive ‘late style’ which looks to the future. Stereotypes
around age and ageing can seep into how we look at art and
these perceptions can reinforce how we think about ageing.
A Matter of Age? invites you to question your perceptions
of ageing and of what it means to create art, with our rich and
varied collection as a starting point. Traditional organising
principles are abandoned and instead works are clustered
according to the age of the artist at the time of production.
Join us as we ask how age impacts on our perceptions of the
artworks in front of us, and on our preconceptions about age.
Jacuzzi Conversations (21 - 26 November): We will be
hosting two Queer artists at different stages of their lives, Jez
Dolan and Garth Gratrix in a week-long residency in the gallery
(some of which will take place in a jacuzzi). They will also be
considering ideas in preparation for a new exhibition in 2023.
What sparks ideas in the creation of new work? How do ideas
flow? Come and have a listen, or better yet, contribute. This is
just the place for eureka moments!

Image Credit: Terry Frost, Walking Down The Quays,
St Ives, 1954
© estate of Terry Frost. All rights reserved, DACS 2022.
Photo credit: Peter Scott Gallery

Elly Clarke - 25 October
Elly explores the performance and burden – ‘the
drag’ - of the physical body in a digitally mediated
world. Her work features video, photography and
community-based projects. Her multi-bodied,
border-straddling drag queen #Sergina creates
performances about love, loneliness and data
discharge. Her work is collaborative, interactive
and sometimes confrontational.

Exhibition

Image Credit: Alison Clough and Al Dix

Join us on Zoom to meet artists exploring how
utopias, imagined places and idealism, and
social and climate issues relate to their practice.
Followed by a live Q+A.

Geraint Evans - 15 November
Geraint is interested in the ways in which we
perceive and experience the natural world and
read it as landscape. His figurative paintings
explore the idea that we view the natural world
as though humankind were the most significant
entity. Geraint is pathway leader for the MA Fine
Art Painting course at Camberwell College of
Arts, University of the Arts.

1pm, Tuesdays
Price: Free, please pre-book online
In partnership with Lancaster Institute of
Creative Arts
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How to book: Please book your ticket(s) on our website at LancasterArts.org. If you need
assistance, email us at boxoffice@lancasterarts.org or call 01524 594151. Tickets can also be
purchased at Lancaster Visitor Information Centre (01524 582394) and on the door.
How to find us: Most of our events take place at the Great Hall Complex on Lancaster University
campus, with a few taking place elsewhere. Visit our website for best directions.
Passionate about the arts? Become a Supporter for £40 a year and save up to 20% on all adult
tickets as you support artists, performers and musicians. Find out more and sign up on our website.

Concerts

Performance

7.30pm
22 September
Great Hall

Mēla Guitar Quartet:
Overtures and Dances

8pm
22 November
Nuffield Theatre

Avital Raz: Unnatural
Cycles – A Ghost Story

7.30pm
20 October
Great Hall

The Lancaster Arts
Chamber Orchestra:
Invitation to the Dance

8pm
24 November
Nuffield Theatre

Will Dickie: White Sun

8pm
03 November
Nuffield Theatre

Justin Adams and
Mauro Durante:
Still Moving

8pm
30 November
Nuffield Theatre

Van Huynh Company:
Re:birth

7.30pm
10 November
Great Hall

Jess Dandy

7.30pm
01 December
Great Hall

Sophie Rosa and
Ian Buckle:
Closing Statements

Performance
8pm
18 October
Nuffield Theatre

Rendez-Vous dance:
What songs may do...

8pm
08 November
Nuffield Theatre

Eva Recacha:
Because I Can

8pm
15 November
Nuffield Theatre

Chris Singleton:
How To Be a Better Human

8pm
17 November
Nuffield Theatre

Bobby Baker: Drawing
on a (Grand) Mother’s
Experience

Comedy
8pm
30 October
Nuffield Theatre

Slim: Live at
The Nuffield Theatre

8pm
03 December
Nuffield Theatre

Sarah Callaghan:
Revolting

Exhibition
12-4pm, weekdays
08 November –
16 December
Peter Scott Gallery

The Peter Scott
Gallery Collection:
A Matter of Age?

